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Abstract 

It is shown that the strong interaction introduces not only phase shifts repre-

senting final-state interaction but also new parameters into the transition matr~x 
4 

for hyperon decay processes. These_parameters must be determined by solving problems 

of physical hyperon? under strong interaction with the Ji- _meson and K-meson fields. 

As a .consequence the selection rule read off from the Hamiltonian is in general diffe-

rent from that given by the transition matrix. The general.consideration is also ap-

plied to the case of universal Fermi interactions including hyperons. Consistency with 

the selection rule AT=~~ cannot be achieved unless the interaction also includes 

the charge-retention pairs such as (N+ ,N+), (N° ,N°) and (N°, (\0 
) • The theoretical diffi

culties of including thes.e pairs are also discussed. 



I. I~ t.r o duct i'o n 

It has _been suggested that the decay of hyperons into nucleons and mesons satis-

fies the selection rule AT = :!: -£- l/, where · T is· the total isotopic spin of the 

hyperorr. Further developments of this suggestion proceed along two directions. On the 

one side the transition matrix for various decay processes obeying this rule has been 

determined phenomenologically from the.observed branching ratios and ratios of life-times, 

on the other side interaction Hamiltonian for week interactions has been searched-which 

will lead most naturally to this selection rule. It seems however to have escaped at

tention that owing to the effect of strong interaction, the connection between the 

transition matrix and the interaction Hamiltonian is ·in general not very simple, and it 

is the aim of the present paper to give a general account. of this connection. It will 

first be pointed out that the effect of strong interaction is twofold. Firstly; it in- . 

traduces phase shifts into wave functions for various final states. This effect has 

been taken into account properly in literature and will not be dwelt with in the pre

sent paper. The second effect arises from the fact that the initial hyperon is already 

a complicated physical system owing to the existence of strong interaction. It will be 

shown below that the general expression for transition matrix contains a number of 

unknown parameters which must be determined by strong interaction. From this we shalL 

see that the selection rul.e read off from the interaction Hamiltonian is in general dif

ferent from that given by the transition matrix. In order to determine these parameters. 

we must solve the Schr~dinger equation for the PhySical hyperons under J1 -·and K-in

teractions. In Section J, the oomi'ideration is extended to the ·case of universal.Fermi. 

interaction. 

2. The tran-sition matrix for weak interac'tion of the Yukawa type 

In the following consideration we shall assume that the stron~ interaction is 

invariant under rotations in isotopic spin space. The state vector of a physical r:+ ... 
particle may be written in the following form: 

'I'CE+J=ciZ/E+ +fX', /{ -ry{-hz:f.·- 0-z~f/) 

• J'( iff z:r.--1/li z~ r.· • ffo z: E +) _(l) 
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where f:• . Eo 
Q.ing hyperons*, 

' r, 
XT 

f:- ' 7\0 
and Z r, 

r::: cr -.._, _and '::'-........ 

represent the 

are emission operators for the oorrespon

normalized states of the meson cloud sur-_· 
T 

rounding the hyperon with isotopic spin ·equal to T and the z-componimt TJ. The num

ber of mesons ( Ji and K) contained in these stat~s is indefinite as it should be; 

in fact X ~· and " ZT are ascending series of products of emission operators for 

K- and J1 ~mesons. The whole expression (i) should be operated on the vacuum state 

vector which we have omitted for the sake of simplicity. In writing (1) we have also 

neglected the virtual hyperon pairs. It can-easily be seen that the six terms containing 

unknown parameters d. ,. I ' r ' cf ,. € and A. each represent a state 

of ~ = 1· and TJ_ = 1. We see also from (1) that the core of the hyperon is in a superpo-

sition of L."' E" L:- ' N -0 and -- states. These states will pass into ' ' ' 
one another by emitting or absorbing a· Jl -meson or a K-meson.·The core can also pass 

into .N+ and N° ~tates by emitting a ·21 -meson or a K-meson. However, these latter sta

tes will not lead to hyperon decay and therefore have been dropped. 

Similarly we have for the physical r.- and N particles the following state 

vectors '•· 

'P o:-J = <i z: E- +I x~· ·N ... y ( b z:r.-- ~ z~if:o) 

+ J ( {fo z; r:-- '{fa ?;'to+ (-f ztt/) 
•• , .. - .fT" z-•Jz .:::.- ,fT -•J,. -

+ E Z.t~ =:- + A. ( V7j '/J. ;:. - V lj z .>Jz -z.o) 

'1! c t\0 l = cL'X: N ~ f'C iff R; t--Vf R~ r,o ... ff R~'f/) 
t c 'It -' f cl·'f~ -

... e'( '11. ,.J,,, =:-- Vi ,J '/: ~ 0 ) 

(2) 

(J) 

where R ~ 
Tt 

' S T has similar meaning aa 
r, 

Z T • We have not written.down the state 

vector for the ED ~rticle whl.cn decays into a N particle and a ( ~quantum be-

·fore any weak·interaction can take place and therefore is not of.iriterest in aur con

sideration. In writting (2), use bas been made of the invariance under the oharge-sym-

. metry substit.ution y, T, __,.. ( _ I') T-T> y -r, 
T T •· 

In the present investigation, we shall not oons~der the decay of physical -

~--~------------------------·------------
* Under rotation of 

harmo·nics Y,' , Y,0 

and 
" ' 

definition. 

is.otopic spin space, ·t• , Eo and E- behave· like spherical 
Y;' •. ourt·=.~C-t,-iEt)differs by a sign from the conventional 

...J 
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-particles' since these particles can only decay through the channel ~ o,- __,.. 1\" .. Ji ~,-

therefore the ~e~ection rule l!. T = :t ~ is always satisfied by the transit~on matrix. 

Interaction Hamiltonian for weak interaction has been obtained by many authors 

using the concept of fictitious spurons11 which is equivalent to the requirement that 

the interaction Hamiltonian should be an iso-spinor instead of an iso-scalar. The part 

of the Hamiltonian which satisfies the selection rule A T = -l/2 is given by* 

and 

H. = 9· { [f l if f?o o.r.~ Jj- + [-f N ·o, h •J;o J 

..-ffl Jf R~o,f/iiD- vtiV+o,L:oJi .. )} ..-h·c 

H: = 9~ {-{fr+ o~ ::0 tt~- ff Eo o~ =:o J;o 

-if f:-0: =.of,-}+ h·C 

The other part satisfying the selection rule A T = + l/2 is given by 

H~ =~, { Jt l- ff tvoo~r..-:r + .fi f:r o, E .. r,o) · 

'+if (If w o3r, 0
Ji 0

- ~fro, L0 Ji+) 

.. If (:-Roo; E- .r; .. J} +h· c 

HI! =~'I {If(- If to 04 =- 0
1i0 ~ 1[2 r- 0~ =.o:r) 

-r{f ( [f. Eo 0, =-Ji .. - .Jf t"' 0., ~-fro)}+ h·c 

Hs- =~${-Iff{+ 05 !\ Ji• -Iff Fros ~ 11D} + h·c 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d.) 

* Notice that in our notation the emission and absorption operators for E+ 
and Ji+ differ ·by a sign from the conventional ones. · 
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where N~ N° and ff-t,o are field operators for protons, neutrons and 11 ~esons 

respectively. gi's are coupling constants and Oi's are operators which may give rise 

to parity non-conservation. 

We shall now proceed to evaluate the physical transition matrix for the decay of 

hyperons using (5). Since the coupling constants gi are very small we shall consider 

only the first order perturbation with respect to the weak interaction •. To simplify the 

calculation we shall consider only the case g2=g4=g6=o. This means that the.decay of 

particles via the bare :=: 0 and states is not to be considered. We shall see 
r 

later that this simplification does not influence our final conclusion. The transition 

matrix representing observed physical decay processes is thus obtained by introducing 

in (1), (2) and (J) the following substitutions 

t +-.F. ( t>{ If~~ a:;: (I) 1- ff ~d;;~ (3}} 

L; 0-Fz (i) l Jf g, J~;~1 (I)+ {f gJ J~J; (J}} 

r,---F, (tlff gJJ;;; (3) 

(7). 

i\0-+ 1="4 (t) ~) J~j; (5'} 

where J(li} represents a normalized wave function for one meson and one bare nucleon with 

total isotopic spin T, the z-component TJ and parity violation determined by Oi 

F.(t) are the time dependent amplitudes obtained by perturbation calculations*. 
L 

After the substitution, (J) becomes** 

cP (A") =FIt) { c{' X; ~s j:;~ (5) 1-!' {f R.: [-f ~j r::: (3) 

- j5' Jf R,o ( If~· J -~~~1 (I} + Jf g~ _f,j: (;)) 

' t-} Iff R~l (if g I a:}: ll) i" H g, J~~ m J] 

·~--·-------------

(a) 

* In the following we shall overlook the differences of these functions and denote 
them by the same function F(t). This is probably justified when the mass differences. of 
these particles are negleoteaaccording to an argument of Pais2/. We shall see in the 
following that this approximation is· essential for the cancellation of AT= 3!z and Sf2 terms 
in the. ~decay matrix. 

** It should be noted that our perturbation must involve a renormalization of state 
vectors so that it is x: 'II~/~, ll', ri,~ etc. and not x: , R: , etc. which are normalized 
to unity after the perturoation. 

...1 
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At the moment just after the weak interaction has taken place and before the strong 

interaction a~ong the final states has set in, the system is already no longer a pure 

state with definite values of T and T3 • With the he'lp of Clebsh-Gordon formulae we 

can wri.te (8) in the following form 

cp ( /\) =F ( t>[ci'~sl;/~;~1 <s-> +Jli f/g, ~~;~t m]- F (/;J.[f /9• ~-J; (I) (9a)" 

where ~;, (i) represents the state of the meson-nucleon system with isotopic spin T 

and the z-component TJ~ and with degree of parity violation determined by Oi. 

By similar calculation we obtain for the decays of ·~· and 2:- particles. 

cp ( t,+) = ~(i )[( Ji d. +. t J' )~, y:t (I)+ ( ~ t + ~- J )~~-Jt::c3J+ ./tf9§' lf.;: (S} 1 
+ F(t) [(- /~ r- ~ cS) 9· ~;~ (I).;.( Vf r.l + ? r + :/'{§J)~, 1-Jit m +~f'9s-lf;~ 15)1 (9b) 

cpcE-J=I/3 ~(tJ[l-~t~ JgoJ~,y~~~u>+({iJ.~ ~ t+ 1'13cS~9J~-;f:<~J+flii9$"~Jits1] (9c) 

as soon as the state (9) is reached, the system will enter into the so-called "fi

nal-state" interaction.Since this interaction cannot change the eigen values T and T3 ,we 

see already from (9) tha,t the transition matrix contains only transitions with 

A. T = ~ 1/2. We shall come back to the effect of final-state interaction ~ater on. 

We see also from the-above res111t that the ratio of transition probability for the 

decay of E- into T = J/2 state is three timEfs-.. larger, .. than that of E + into the 

same isotopic spin state. This is. a well-known result for the transitiorCmatrix .. ;t'or 

hyperon decays. 

From the above result .the following points will be noted. Firstly if w·e.assume that 

all gj_s in (5). and (6) except g 1 are equal to zero then "the interaction Hamiltonian 

contains only the matrix elements for which A T 1/2. However from (8)-(9) we see 

immediately that the· resulting transition matrix contains matrix elements for both 

~ T 1/2 and A T = + 1/2. Similarly if we assume for the case of ...=. -decay 

that all gis except g2 to be equal to zero, then again the interaction Hamiltonian 

contains only matrix elements with. ~'!' = -1/2. On .. the other· hand we find .that the 

resulting transition matrix· contains only the transitions AT=+ 1/2. 

The above difference in selection rules between the,interaction Hamiltonian and 

the resulting transition matrix is due to the situation that the .total iso-spin .of the 

physical hyperon is equal to the vector sum of the iso-spin of the bare hyperon and 

the iso-spin .of the meson cloud surrounding it. Therefore in the general. oase the chan-
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ge of iso-spin,of the physical hyperon need not be the same as that of the core. 
. . . 

The following interaction Hamiltonian for the decay of B and I\ has been 

obtained by us recently)/ without using the concept of spurons 

H weak =9, H, + g, Hr (12) 

It. is seen that our interaction Hamiltonian contains 

no transition for the pro~ ess-E-__.. N° + r,- , while :f'r·om (g)· we see by putting all 

gis except gland g5 equal to zero that this process is not forbidden in the transi

tion matrix. The conclusion of our foregoing discussions is very important since it 

provides a larger room for. the searching of interaction Hamilto_nian for. the weak in

teraction, accordingly no prejudice should be taken against the Hamiltonian like (12). 

It is well-known that in the strong-coupling limit the core of a physical nuc- · 

leon has equal probabilities of being a proton and·a neutron. One may infer from this 

result that the unknown parameters c[ , J t o , etc. might be deter-

mined from the condition that the core of .the hyperon should have equal probabilities 

of being in various bare .hyperon states. We have shown by a model in which the K--in

teraction is absent and the J( -meson is coupled to the hyperons by a scalar inte-

raction that the above expectation is true only for ~ -partioles.For r and A partie-

les, the parameters ol. , .f3 , ot.', fo' , eto.are complicated functions of the coupling cons-

tants and do not lead in the general case to equal probabilities for the core to be in dif

ferent bare hyperon states in the strong coupling limit. There is no more reason for the 

above expe~tation to be true in the actual case. 

As soon as the wea~ interaction has taken place, the transition probability of 

the system to be in a given channel with angular momentum -l and the isotopic spin 

T cannot be altered by the strong interaction in the final state. This transition 

probability can therefore be determined directly. from the cr Is given by (9). The 

final-state inter.action can only introduce a phase factor to the state vectors for 

each channel. As an example, we fi.nd by using the results of Fermi6/ and Taketall that 

the transitionnatrix element for the decay of I\ into the channel T and t is given 

by. 
~ T, e 1 R 1/\ ::> = -:t [ p ( T, e J] •/z. e iOir~r.ze..-r 

where ·a.u.,,ze., is the phase shift for the baryon-meson system, and P(T, e) is the 

transition probability as determined from (ga) 

---; I<e. the s!:tme 11-int;~~n a·s given by d'Espagnat and Prentki5/ that iYs 
is · · replaced by 1. 
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.J. The interaction matrix for the case of universal Fermi 

interaction 

.It has been shown recently by Feynman and Gell-.Mann7/ and also by Sudarshan and· 

.Marshak8/ that a universal Fermi interaction with· parity violating V - A coupling gives 

a satisfactory account of decay processes not involving hyperons. These authors also 

pointed out that -if two new pairs, ( AD ., N+) and ( AD , ::;- ), are added to the 

already known pairs. ( ;«-- , J) ) , ( e- , ~ ) and (N°, N+) which constitute the well

known Puppi triangles, then the decay of hyperons into baryons and mesons can also be 

accounted for by the .universal Fermi interactions. In the last section the general re

lations bet~een the interaction Hamiltonian for the weak interaction of the Yukawa type 

and the' observed transition !llatrix are given. It is the aim of this section to extend · 

the consideration to the.case of· universal Fermi interaction including hyperons. In the 

following calculation we shall show that the selection rule AT = :t 1/2 cannot be satis;.; 

fied unless "charge-retention" pairs such as (N_0
; A0 ),{N+,N+),(N+,No) which,consi:;t of 

two particles with the same charge are_also included in addition to the conventional 

"charge-exchange" pairs. 

In our consideration we shall assume that the number of heavy particles is conser

ved and that the decay of hyperons into baryons and mesons satisfies the selection rule 

A T = :t 1/2. This selection rule gives satisfactory explanation of the stability of 
charged K-rnesons and the observed branching ratio of A -decay, but this is not the only 
possible explanation*. On the other hand, owing to the difficulty·in carrying through the 
actual calculation, we cannot see any clue as to what dynamical effect could be there 
whic.h simulates_ the rule AT = :t 1/2. Therefore if one does not consider the experimental 
results as accidental, the assumption of aT = :t 1/2 seems to be the most natural one. 
In any case it will be of interest to find out whether the universal Fermi-interaction is 
consistent with the selection rule aT = :t 1/2. 

Following Feynman and Gell-Mann we shall further assume that the. parity.violating 

V ~ A interaction exists between any two pairs that are included in the int~raction •. 

The whole family of possible •charge exchange" pairs that can participate in the inte

raction are as.follows· 
,, > c·N°, N ... > ce-:,v>,c;«--. , 

c=:D B- J . (l.J) 

Out of any two of (l.J) E- ) , the following interaction Ha-

*For instance, ··when AT·= + 1/2 rule holds, the branching ratio of· A -decay is. 
described correctly by the wave ?unction ff trJi•-{f t(D $ .... But the same branching ratio 
is also obtained if the w:ave function is replaced 'Dy · .. I Vfrry,•+Vf'N"Ji• · 
Thts latter.wave function is a superposftion of T .. 'J/2 and T = 1/2 states. We are 1ll
debted to Profes.sor Votruba for drawing our attention to this point • 
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miltonian can be constructed 

. : . 

o:·,N"HL:-,Zol. ~(r; ... (1+-~<fl~ Nonr;-cr ... ¥5)'(~ S 0
) (14) 

where g · is the universal constant';· The· pairs such as ( ::;- ,N°) and ( ::=," , x+) have 

not been included since they would· e·vidently lead to the processes __ ;_o,-_.. N ... ,o +- ji'

whioh violate the selection rule t>. TJ = t 1/2. 

However, (lJ) also contains other pairs which will lead to processes with 

~TJ F t l/2 by·annihilation of virtual E and A with their anti-particles. For 

instance we have for the interactions ( :=:- , [." ) ( E ... ,N°) and ( E ... ,N°)( B ", N+) 

the following proceases. 

and 
- No ~+ "o No s ___..., + LJ .: w ____.., + jl-

..--..- K- "o -- + o ........... o ~. 
~ - - ... '-' - ~-< ... rv ..... rv + E -. N + 11 -

(15) 

It can easily be seen that in order to exclude all processes of these types, the uni-

versal Fermi interaction can only exist among one of the following two sets 

of pairs: 

(i> l No B ... > lE- "'=") l trN"J . l e-.y > · ( u-v) , ' , ~ , ' ' r-

(ij) Ut',f:-J, 0::: ... 3°), CN.,.L\ <N+Ao>, (A"'3-),0~~2-J (16) -

c N ... N°>, ce-,n, (_f-vJ 

_, 
It should be noted that the interactions ( .E ... ,N°), ( 'E- , zo ) , ( L- ,N°), 

( L ... , :=; 0 )and'( E 0
,x+)( L 0

1 2-)alsooontain 6.T3=0 transitionof 

the following type 
-o t'"'- t'"'+ N-" 
...=., ---:+ L + W + 

However, since these transitionscannot conserve the energy ~f _the system, they do not 

give rise to any real decay process. The sets (i), (ii) represent those which con

tain maximium number of pairs. We may, for instance, obtain new sets from (i) by 

dropping the pair ( r:- , S" ) or (N°, E+ ) • When (N°, ~ ... ) is dropped, the decay 
~... • ~0 

of physical ~ -particle will take place via the bare ~ -state with the emission of 

a virtual K-meson. Similarly when ( E- , ,....o 
..:=. ) is dropped, the decay of physical 

:3'!..partiole will take place via the bare E+ state_. 

It can further be verified that apart from those transition which cannot cause 

any real decay process, the universal Fermi interactions for the case (i) also satisfy the 

L_____ -------- ----
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stronger rule A T = ~ 1/:t and that -when the pair ( N , N ... ) is excluded from the (ii) 

the universal Fermi interaction for the resulting set 

also satisfies the selection rule 6 T:. t: fjz , The reason for excluding·( 1\0 
, N+) 

is that tne following process 

N .... ... JI-
N __,.N .... +N:,..+No./ . 

. ~N~+Jro 
(17) 

resulted from the interaction (N° ,N+) (N+, 1\ 0 
. ) leads to T = J/2 ( A T = J/2)as well 

as T = 1/2 ( A T = 1/2) states. -

· One might conclude from the foregoing result that the universal Fermi interaction 

for any one o~ these two mutually exclusive sets may be the true weak interaction for 

all decay processes. However, we have shown in the last section that owing to the in

fluence of strong interaction, the selection rule with respect to isotopic spin whioh 

we read off from the interaction Hamiltonian are in general not the same as those· ob

served experimentallY· We shall show in the following that the selection rule AT =t 1/2 

is not sqtisfied by the transition matrix deduced from the interaction Hamiltonian for 

both cases (i) and (iia):/ 

We shall confine our attention to the decay of 1\ -particle since it is for this 

decay process that the selection rule 6 T = t 1/2 has been inferred from the experi

ment. The state vector for the physical A -particle may be written 

.·rr - . rr - . rr - 1 ..-1 ~ - 1 ..-1-'~ -'P.l t-.o>=d.! x: 7\. 0 +j/( VJ R:r:-- v! R.~'b 0 +v-3- R;'E ... )+ €'(w iJv~ z-- w iJ,,~- 2.0 J (18) 

If we choose the set (i) as participants of universal Fermi interaction and consider only 

the first oraer perturbation with respect to this interaction, we find that the interac-. ' 

tion term(N+,If)(N°,!:
1
)will lead to virtual transition of the bare E+ state into two nuc-

leons and one anti-nucleon. With the help of Glebsh-Gordan formulae we can easily see 

that the final state is a superposition of T = 1/2 and T = J/2 states. 
1/T ?,'/t rL ~Vz TJ 

one· of the deca~ channels has the form*H o1lvJ (11/twhere ~T denotes the state of meson 

cloud plus a nucleon with isotopic spin . T and ·the z-compo'nent T3 ._ The effect of first 

order-perturbation is to introduce the following replacement in (18) 

f,+ -•FCf) 9 ( Jf a~! ... ff »t~) 1· B -,o-- 0 li.o-o (19) 

where F(t) is the time dependent transition amplitude· as defined in Section 2. There

fore the state vector for the final state is given by 

PCNJ =F(iJJ'JfiCg(Jfa~ +ffJJ;) (20)_ 

* On similiar way, the same results may be obtained from the other channels, whio~ 
may include the hypothetical neutral pi-meson with I=O. 
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Rl1 and ~~ may be expressed as a linear combination of eigen functions of T and 

TJ _by Clebsh-Gordan formulae as we have done in Section 2. We have then 

1t 'J where 0 r 

• -·F 'fT' (TI 1.r1z ~ji( -l..Jlr•tz._.!.. _.tlJ-•It) cp (A ) - d: l ft ~ ~ g ~ jO · 0 5ft + ~ l 'JS cfJ/J. · ~ (l ~ \J '/t. (21) 

has been defined in Section 2. We see immediately that the transition mat-

rix contains transitions with A T = 5/2, J/2 as well as 1/2. This result illustrates 

as an extreme case how far the transition matrix can be different from the interaction 

Hamiltonian. We conclude therefore that the universal Fermi interaction involving the 

pair (N°, !; + ) is in disagreement with the selection rule A T = :t 1/2. 

Next we consider the interaction (N+ ,N°) ( ~-, 2. 0 ). This interaction will lead 

to virtual transition of a bare ~· to E- + N+ + N° in a mixture ofT = o, 1 and 2 
. . 

·states. From the last term of (18) we see immediately that the resulting transition 

will contain A X > 1/2. Thus we conclude that the pairs (N°, 1:+) and ( E- , S 0 ) 

and consequently the set (i) are inconsistent with the selection rule ~ T = :t 1/2. 

By similar consideration we can show that the universal Fermi interactions for 

the set (11a) is also incons~stent with the selection rule AT __ = :t 1/2. 

From (18) it is clear that if the decay of physical A -particle takes place via 
~... ~<'o "- ,.-.o .-.-.the . A T = :t 1/2 transition of any one of the states u , u , /...J , ..:... and ~ , 

then transitions with A T > 1/2 will always appear 1n the transition matrix. For 

the weak interactions considered in Secti_on 2, the transitions via E +, r. 0 and r_:

and via 2 • and :=;-are in such a proportion that the transitions with AT > 1/2 

just cancel themselves. This explains why all the· pairs containing E -particles 

and 3 -particles of (16) leads to violation of 1:!. T = :t 1/2. On the other hand, we 

see from (18) that if the decay takes place via the A T = :t ·1/2 transition of 1\ , 
then the resulting transition matrix will always satisfy A T = :t 1/2. From (16) we 

.find that the only pair which contains 01ily 1\ is (N+, 1\ ) • However, as we have 

pointed out before, the interaction-Hamiltonian (H0 ,N+)(N+, 1\ ) contains also tran

sitions with A T = J/2 unless it is modified to the following form 

H" = g{ r N·;N.}(WN> ... ( N ... N.J(N?·n""z lN·N ... HN ... NJ} (22) 

For the V-A interaction the second term is actually equivalent to the third term. 

The first term contains only neutral pairs and is a new feature which does not 

exist for f ·~decay~. That the appearance of the first term is objectionable in the 

universal Fermi interaction is seen from the fact that we would have no reason to 
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reject the terms (N°,N°)( Y, \l ),(N°,N°) (e-,e-), etc. represent1ng.double j3 -de

cay processes which would be possible for an excited nucleus. We see from (22) that if the

equivalent second and third terms are combined together, the resulting terms (N°,N°) 

(N° A0 
) and (N° ,N+)(N+, N ) both have the same coefficientfexcept that the signs are 

different, which means that the coupling strength is still universal. 

If the interac~1on (22) is accepted in spite of the difficulties with the neutral 

pairs, then .the universal Fermi interaction of the V-A type 

(111) 

will give a description of all decay processes which is consistent with the selection 

rule AT=± 1/2 for decays·of hyperons into nucleons and mesons. 

Finally, the authors note that the p -( JU )-decay of h,yper'ons _which have been recen

tly discovered may be considered as the decay through neutron and (K,f.) meson cloud 

which we do not consider in this paper. 

~ ~'~ 

In the foregoing we have o~ly considered the decay of physical A -particles via 

bare "-state, and decay of physical z- -pa~ticles via bake .==--st_ate, etc. 

the following, we have to consider the decay of physical 
~-~-~-"0-- ~· &.,'-,'-,.::.and .::... states.· 

O~JoeJl,tHleHHI>IH IIIICTIITyl 

11.!.\CflliiJX llCOJJtJlOilallllk 

61-15Jli.10TEKA 

particle via bare 
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